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From Overton-Walker to Glover there has been a 

continuum of African American dancers who 

have looked at our African, Caribbean and 

American experiences and brilliantly labored to 

interpreted that history through dance.  
 

Katherine Dunham who pursued a doctorate in 

Afro Caribbean rituals and dance, formed a 

company that brought both its beat and dance 

technique to reining choreographers like George 

Balanchine and to broader dance audiences. The 

influence of Dunham’s company would inspire 

dancers like Alvin Ailey, whose own company 

would forester the artistry of African American 

choreographers who incorporated, Afro 

Caribbean and African rhythms as well Jazz and 

popular R&B beat to their dance work. Dance 

Theatre of Harlem’s, Arthur Mitchell chose the 

rigor of ballet and infused it with jazz rhythms 

and when necessary enriched traditional ballet 

story-lines with African tales or African 

American themes. Bill T. Jones’ work looks at 

the movements in everyday life and captures their 

beauty and pathos in dance. An artist like 

Michael Jackson draws bits from all of this 

history, and his dancing on stage and in music 

videos in an instant make it all part of 

contemporary dance and life! 

harlem is … DANCE  

Co-Curated by Barbara Horowitz and Elan Cadiz-Ferguson 

 

MEET THE EXHIBITION ARTISTS 
 
ANDREA ARROYO is an award-winning artist with an extensive trajectory. Her 

artwork has been exhibited in 40 individual and over 150 group exhibitions and in is 

the collections of The Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, the National 

Museum of Mexican Art and the New York Public Library, among many others. She 

has received numerous honors, including: Clinton Global Citizen Artist, 21 Leaders 

for the 21st Century Award, Groundbreaking Latina in the Arts Award and Official 

Artist of the Latin Grammys. Commissioned works include projects for the 

International Museum of Women, The New York Botanical Garden, The Morris-

Jumel Mansion Museum, The New York Women's Foundation and El Museo del 

Barrio. www.andreaarroyo.com 

 

TANIA L. BALAN-GAUBERT is a self-taught visual artist and writer. She is a first 

generation, United States-born, Haitian American. Her work explores issues related 

to gender, race, identity, memory and culture. She has a background in African 

American Studies and received her master’s in AFAM from Columbia University. 

Tania is currently an MFA Candidate in Fine Arts at California College of the Arts in 

San Francisco. www.tanialaure.com  

 

SANDRA A.M. BELL is a 3rd generation carnival costume designer of the artistic 

Morris family of Belmont, Trinidad & Tobago and West Indies. She was trained by 

the late metal master, costume designer & innovator Ken Morris, considered to be 

one of Trinidad's national treasures. Ms. Bell also has a BA in Art Administration, 

from New York University and certificates in film & video production. She is an 

exceptional arts administrator and arts educator that has collaborated with major 

cultural institutions including Caribbean Cultural Center, Yaffa Cultural Arts and 

Community Works to name a few.  www.sandraambell.com 

 

ÉLAN CADIZ-FERGUSON is a multidisciplinary visual artist and arts educator. 

Her works are grounded in family, historical imagery, personal narrative, identity and 

power. She has instructed young people in the arts for 16 years, working with 

institutions that include: the Studio Museum in Harlem, Historical Society and 

Weeksville Heritage Center in Brooklyn. Her artwork has been exhibited at the Sugar 

Hill Children's Museum of Art & Storytelling, and La’Maison de Art, amongst others. 

A graduate of City College, Élan will be returning to school for her Masters in Fine 

Arts this fall at The School of Visual Arts. www.elanartist.wix.com/elanhiart 

 

RAMONA CANDY Sharing pride in her Caribbean heritage, growing up in 

Brooklyn and a long dance career, Ramona Candy uses color, movement and texture 

to create vivid, choreographically inspired collages and hand-pulled prints. “Having 

communicated through movement most of my life, it's only natural that it manifests 

Keith Haring Poster  

for Bill T. Jones 

An Essay by John Reddick, Harlem Historian 

Harlem dancers and dance innovators have long 
been a part of America’s theater performance and 
dance training. From early in the 20th Century 
when Harlem dancers like Aida Overton Walker 
where performing for the King of England and 
instructing Broadway’s Ziegfeld chorus girls in 
the variations of the cake walk and continuing 
until now, where the dancer/choreographer 
Savion Glover, innovates Broadway dance to 
match the drive and rhythms of Hip Hop.


